
“How long?” 

We are people who live in exile. We are people who have experienced salvation through the 

waters of baptism but are not yet in the Promised Land. This tension of being between causes us 

to look for a way to encounter God when life does not make sense. Lament is the language of 

exile. We as a church typically shy away from it. Lament exposes our vulnerabilities as hurting 

people. Lament unmasks all of our pretenses of happiness. Lament also can shock people who 

hear it. At first glance, it may seem as unbelief. Well-meaning Christians may try to silence it. 

Instead, lament is the deepest cry of faith. 

Habakkuk provides a model for encountering God when life is out of control. Habakkuk 

ministered in the late 7th century BC when life was about to spin out of control. His own people 

had utterly rejected the Lord since the time of Manasseh. However, they were enjoying a brief 

period of prosperity after the collapse of the Assyrian Empire. Prosperity had its problems. Their 

prosperity and power led to them trusting themselves and abusing their neighbor. Habakkuk sees 

this evil and cannot understand why God permits it. Habakkuk knows that God is one faithful to 

his promises to care for the vulnerable. He also knows that God is the one who saves his people. 

These two things conflict with Habakkuk’s experience leading him to lament. We will look at 

Habakkuk’s first complaint and then turn our attention to the most famous verses of Habakkuk in 

Habakkuk 2. This entire book presents us a unique example of what it means to wrestle with God 

while suffering. As you look at his first complaint, keep in mind that Habakkuk never sins with 

this language towards God. 

 

Habakkuk 1: 1—4 

What surprises you about this complaint?  

 

Note the role of questions. We should be very mindful when we hear questions during suffering. 

These questions are not looking for an intellectual response. They are the essential way of 

expressing pain when one’s faith conflicts with one’s experience. 

 

Take a look at the accusations Habakkuk levels against God. These are extremely serious 

charges. Habakkuk uses a variety of terms in his complaint. 

ס •  violence. This accusation accuses God of failing in his (chamas) ָחָמָ֖

obligation to help those in need. The cry “violence” was the Ancient Near 

Eastern equivalent of calling 911 for help. Habakkuk also accuses God of 

being silent and not hearing. Compare this with the description of idols in Hab 

2:18—19. 



 injustice. This term is fairly broad but has the significant (awen)ָאֶ֙ון֙֙ •

connotation of deliberate perversity. Compare the use of this term to Prov 

22:8. 

ל •   .indicates the act of making someone in need (amal) ָעָמָ֣

ד •  .includes acts of oppressing the poor (sod) ׁש ֹ֥

ֹון • יבּ֙וָמדָ֖ ִ֦  are terms for legal issues. The implication is that God has (riv/madon) ר 

failed in keeping order for the people. The result is that God’s essential 

character of Torah and משפט (mishpat/justice) are no longer present. 

 

As you reflect on the language in this complaint, keep in mind that Habakkuk does not sin. He is 

wrestling with the real pain of suffering when life simply does not make sense. God does not 

condemn him for these words. The language of lament is the language of faith struggling to 

understand that does not shy away from the reality of pain. It does not deny our Lord but 

approaches God and faith in the midst of suffering. J. Todd Billings helpfully observes how 

lament works as he reflects upon his own diagnosis with incurable cancer. He writes, 

We don’t have to suppress anger or confusion or misery before coming before the 

Almighty. With an open heart, we bring all this before the covenantal bond, entrusting 

him to hear our cries and moving toward trust in his loving-faithfulness and covenant 

promises… As we pray this, we confess, "I am not my own"; we are displaced from our 

old self, which seeks autonomy, to find our true life in that of the crucified Lord, the One 

to whom the Spirit conforms us.1 

Lament is the cry of faith that transforms us and gives us strength for the journey. Habakkuk 

never finds out the answer to his questions. Instead, the solution of the coming of the Chaldeans 

is even worse than the initial problem. The book now reaches its climax in Hab 2:2—5 

 

Habakkuk 2:2—4 

 

How does God answer Habakkuk’s complaints?  

 

Note the key elements in Hab 2:1-3 

• This is the only time where God is introduced as a speaker in the entire book, which 

points to its significance. 

• The image of writing only happens at key parts in the Bible. Habakkuk’s hearers would 

have connected this to the empires they set up a massive stele with writing. The writing is 

 
1J. Todd. Billings, Rejoicing in Lament: Wrestling with Incurable Cancer & Life in Christ (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos 
Press, 2015), 172. 



an exercise of authority that indicates to every passerby that it has lasting validity, cf. 

Exod 31:18, Isa 8:1; 30:8. The writing is the assurance of God’s lasting faithfulness. 

• Running functions two ways. It first means that you cannot miss it even when speeding 

by. It also tells you how to run. 

• Waiting is the key answer to the lament. We should understand waiting as the equivalent 

of trust. How does Isa 30:18 help us understand this statement?  

Habakkuk 2:4 is the essential message of what it means to live in the tension of trusting God but 

experiencing pain. Consider the important aspects of this verse. 

• It begins with the image of a proud person who thinks he is in control. This person is a 

foil for the righteous person. 

• Note how Paul generalizes this verse in Rom 1:17. 

• Encountering God in God’s word strengthens our faith even as it invites us to pour out 

our pain in lament. 

Prayer: Pray Hab 3 reflecting on how this prayer may comfort you in the midst of your 

challenges. 

 


